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GENDER DEVELOPMENT IN SOMALI  
Somali small country  in the horn of the Africa with population of ten 
million. The country  has been lack of powerful functioning government 
since 1991 the overthrown  of the military regime  Siad Bare. The country   
under went  civil wars and lawlessness that has been going for two decades.  
 
Somali community is religion and culturally oriented people who are mostly 
nomadic firmly practicing ancient ideas and cultures they inherited from 
their ancestors that are both   bad and good. They use traditional rule and 
practices in their social, group, community and families concerns. 
 
 Gender development in Somalia work very little for the combination of 
more. Long lasted traditional and customs which are  common in Somali 
today. There is really great problems ahead in fort of the gender working 
groups in Somalia that need to be abolished. 
  
Poor attitudes and false stereotype exist wide in the community.  Most 
people in the country have no good idea about the gender equality this is 
some thing which is really delaying the campaigns of the gender working 
groups in Somalia  
 
There are some organization local and international NGOs  doing this work 
in Somalia for the  establishment of the gender balance and equality in 
Somalia. These organizations do focus mainly awareness of gender rights in 
Somalia.  The number of people benefited these are awareness are very 
small number who some of them have no power in the society to transmit 
the gender issue to the whole society step by step.  
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The number of project implemented for the gender development in Somalia 
are limited programs tailored  mainly to be benefited by  old women  in the 
community.  Most of the work shops and training   done in Somali is  
covering the right of the women in the society at from adult to old people.  
 
GENDER ISSUE IN THE YOUNG GENERATION  
Gender in the young reality  hundred percentage young girl in Somalia have 
any form of gender issue idea or opinion. Reality seventy prestige   of the 
young people in Africa  is said to be females. Ninety percentage of the 
young females are illiterate with our school in courtiers like Somalia so this 
shows that building gender development in Somali is really too late.  
 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION  
Childhood education for the young girls in primary education I s really very 
important. Becase education is the sole tool that one can see or understand 
what is going in the averment he/she lives.  An illiterate person is a person in 
dark big room  that he/she is unable to see  where about the door or window. 
But  education is tool like torch  that you may light in the dar room, so you 
may  meet with moment of problem or worry to see  where about the door or 
window 
 
CAPACITY BUILDING FOR YOUNG GIRLS 
Capacity building for young girls is an important thing that gender issue may 
be high and active in the society.   Injecting the young girls  with what is 
gender is really very useful that will sound loudly . or big light that can be 
seen what is in the area in fare place.  
 
 
Implementing this project gender issue in the childhood seem  a thing with 
out much consideration in the world today. Obviously, the world is busy 
only the capacity  building for adult people mainly the women. And the 
support of the organizations for women which organization led and own  by 
adult or old women.  
 
 
ORGANIZATION OF THE YOUNG GIRLS 
 
Establishment of the young girls organization is better  step that deserve to 
be encourage and supported because it is some thing conducive to the dander 
development goal. Although there are barriers and obstacles  prevent to 
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thrive such this organization in Somalia. GAAR has been suffering problems 
in the society. Like this organization campaigning the young girls to speak  
up public for their right is some thing strange in Somalia. 
 
There are several problems GAAR met since the inception 2002. these 
problems include  lose of  property, human, injury, torture and intimidation. 
All these are problems prepared  or aimed the abolishment of the 
organization and it is work in Somalia.  
 
RECOMMENDATION 
We recommend to the all  it may concern (all gender working groups) to 
support organization of the young girls  that is led and established by young 
girls dedicated the   gender development goal from the childhood. Through 
free education for child girls and capacity building adult girls to be powerful 
potential to the gender advocacy.  
      
 
 
QUARTER REPORT  
In Somalia  there are countless abuses against the young girls in Somalia. 
They are both violence family/public, rape, wound, dead and torture that 
happen in Somali the  last  four month are the following list. 
 
Killings 43  cases  
Wounds 124  cases  
Rape 79  case   
Torture: 213  
Force marriage 17  cases  
 
CONCLUSION  
This year was one of the hardest years in Somali for the young girls. The 
number of the victims we contacted are more than we booked. Because there 
are several problems hindering from victim innocent young girls to present 
their   problems public to the human rights organizations. Even the little 
number of victims you inter view will no disclose their problems and names 
for several reasons mainly security  problems and public discrimination 
among the society.  
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Young girls rights advocacy Somalia  
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Mogadishu Somalia  

 

Together we can make change for the young girls in Somalia 
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